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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE IN
SUPPLY CHAIN INNOVATION
Optimising the Supply Chain through RPA & Machine Learning

This programme is developed in partnership with SMU Academy.
The 5-day practical program providing hands-on skills training in
Machine Learning and Robotic Process Automation.

Course Fees
Full Fees: $5,500 ($5,885 w/GST)
SMEs/SG PMEs above 40 years old: $550 ($665.50 w/GST)
PRs & SG PMEs below 40 years old: $1,650 ($1,765.50 w/GS)

To Register
Email: admin@scasia.org
For more information, check out http://supplychainasia.org

Joint Programme Partner

5 DAYS INTENSIVE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Machine Learning using
Pything and Jupyter

Robotic Process
Automation

+

+

•

Accelerated learning through
facilitations, discussions &
group presentation

• Hands-on practical skills
training and exercises

Practical Project
Management

• Industry focused application
reviews and case studies

•

Discover the benefits of
adopting Machine Learning

• Acquire skills in developing
RPA bots for live deployment

• Develop practical project
initiatives

Acquire new smart technologies Skills and Knowledge

PROGRAMME OUTLINE
DAY 1 - INTRODUCTION TO SUPPLY CHAIN INNOVATION & RPA
Introduction to Supply Chain Innovation
Overview of Robotic Process Automation
RPA System Set-up and Overview

DAY 2 - ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION (RPA)
RPA Practical Exercises (Build 7 Bots)
RPA Automation Challenge

DAY 3 - RPA PRACTICALS
RPA Individual Exercise
RPA Assessment

DAY 4 - MACHINE LEARNING USING PYTHON & JUPTYER NOTEBOOK
Introduction to Machne Learning
Machine Learning and Data Science Framework
Data Science Environment Setup
Introduction to Pandas, Numpy and Matplotlib Scikit-learn: Creating Machine Learning Models
Introduction to TinyML
TinyML Practical using Wio Terminal

DAY 5 - INTRODUCTION TO SC INNOVATION MATURITY MATRIX
Introduction Supply Chain Innovation Maturity Matrix
Course Assessment

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Every physical product that we have today results from a supply chain execution - a complex series of steps that turn raw materials into the
final products we use and everything related to this.
Managing these supply chains has become more challenging, especially with all modern technologies and today’s trends. The 24-hour economy,
fast delivery of goods to your home, wanting to have customised products, and of course, the focus on sustainability are a few of these trends.
In this program, you will learn why managing supply chains are essential and challenging. It is a critical activity in both large multi-national
companies as well as for small businesses. We’ll find out how to incorporate technologies into logistics and supply chain operations that are
not only effective – but efficient.
The course will provide foundational knowledge in the following areas:
•
State of global supply chain and logistics development today
•
Impact of digitalisation on supply chain operations
•
Adoption and implementation of tech solutions such as Robotic Process Automation and Machine Learning
In this program, we will also be exploring the successes/challenges relating to the adoption of emerging technologies in the logistics and supply
chain sector.
To add practical benefits, all trainees participating in this course will need to complete TWO project work relating to Machine Learning and
Robotic Process Automation. These two projects must be submitted on Day 5 as the final requirement for completing the course and awarding
the Professional Certificate in Supply Chain Innovation by Singapore Management University (SMU) Academy.

ABOUT SUPPLY CHAIN ASIA
Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body that aims to bring professionals from within the logistics and supply chain industry
together to share knowledge, learn from one another and create opportunities for collaborations.
The three main focus of SCA are connecting people from various sectors of the industry, encouraging communication amongst professionals
and creating opportunities for collaborations. The four main pillars of the organisations are memberships, events, academy and publication.
SCA holds various events annually to provide networking and learning opportunities for the community. The organisation also provides training
courses in the area of logistics and SCM, equipping attendees with skills that are applicable to the real working scenarios in the industry.
As for membership, SCA aims to foster a close-knit community that continues to better itself by leveraging on SCA’s platform and services.
SCA has its own annual print publication – the Supply Chain Asia Magazine – which is published during its annual Awards celebration in
October/November every year.

For more information, please visit www.supplychainasia.org/sci-2022
To Register
Email: admin@scasia.org
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